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Simple representations of multiparticle amplitudes are proposed which we hope will be use-
ful in working out the implications of Regge asymptotic behavior in practical applications.
These generalized Sommerfeld-Watson transforms are integrals over complex angular mo-
mentum and helicity, We discuss the various types of singularities in complex angular mo-
mentum and helicity and the asymptotic limits of multiparticle amplitudes which they will de-
termine. We discuss Regge-pole and Regge-cut singularities in the angular momentum plane
and generalize the concept of wrong-signature —nonsense fixed poles to multiparticle ampli-
tudes. We find that the absence of simultaneous discontinuities in overlapping channel invari-
ants in the physical region requires that the relevant singularities in complex helicity be com-
pletely determined by-the singularities in complex angular momentum. Therefore the only
truly dynamical singularities are those in complex angular momentum.

I. INTRODUCTION

The implications of Regge behavior for four-
particle amplitudes has been well understood for
several years and we now have a practical lore of
"Regge theory. "' With the increasing experimental
data on multiparticle amplitudes it has become in-
creasingly important to have a comparable practi-
cal lore for multiparticle amplitudes.

While the generalization of the assumption of
Regge-pole or Regge-cut singularities in the com-
plex angular momentum plane to multiparticle am-
plitudes and its consequences is quite natural and
well understood, ' there is an entirely new feature
in multiparticle amplitudes which is not so well
understood. This is the Toiler angle (&u) or, al-
ternatively, helicity dependence of the amplitude.
It is therefore this feature we will need to concen-
trate upon. We shall see that in order to be able
to specify the consequences of Regge behavior'
fully, in addition to singularities in the complex
angular momentum plane, we will need to discuss
singularities in the complex helicity plane. These
singularities determine the dependence on the
Toiler angle and have a number of interesting con-
sequences. ' They determine the behavior of multi-
Regge vertices for cos~- ~,' they determine the
asymptotic behavior of amplitudes in regions dis-
tinct from the multi-Regge asymptotic region (he-
licity-pole limits), ' ' and they are intimately related
to the generalization of the concepts of "nonsense
zeros" and "wrong-signature-nonsense fixed poles"
to multi-Regge amplitudes.

In this paper we propose representations for
multiparticle amplitudes which we hope will be
useful in working out the implications of singulari-

ties in complex angular momentum and helicity in
practical applications; for example, the phenomen-
ology of exclusive and inclusive cross sections,
finite-energy sum rules, etc. These representa-
tions are essentially multiple Sommerfeld-Watson
transforms in angular momentum and helicity.
A given representation is appropriate for the ex-
hibition of the asymptotic behavior of the amplitude
in certain limits. The asymptotic limits for which
our representations are appropriate are those
which determine a unique partial-wave expansion
in which pushing the Sommerfeld-Watson contours
to the left yields the desired asymptotic behavior;
these are the Regge- and helicity-pole asymptotic
limits. As a trivial example, the Regge limit, s
—~ with fixed t, of the four-particle amplitude
determines the t-channel partial-wave analysis as
the one whose Sommerfeld-Watson transform
yields the asymptotic behavior.

Here we will not attempt to prove the existence
of our representations from basic S-matrix princi-
ples and we will be content to assume the behavior
at infinity in complex angular momentum and helic-
ity necessary for the contour distortions made
in obtaining asymptotic behaviors. For motivation
for the representations we shall rely heavily on
White's thorough study of the five-particle ampli-
tude ' in which the importance of obtaining Som-
merfeld-Watson transforms in helicity has been
particularly stressed. For motivation for the
types of singularities to be expected in angular
momentum and helicity, we shall of necessity rely
on models to a certain extent.

In order to illustrate our approach we summarize
some of our results. In Sec. II we review the situ-
ation for amplitudes for four spinless particles,
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emphasizing certain simple points which, however,
will be vital in the generalization to multiparticle
amplitudes. The amplitude can be conveniently
represented by the Sommerfeld-Watson-type form-
ula

(ii) Regge cuts,

(1.2b)

(iii) fixed poles (wrong-signature nonsense),

A' is an amplitude with only right-hand cuts in s,
e.g. , the signatured amplitude. Equation (1.1) dif-
fers from the usual Sommerfeld-Watson formula in

that certain messy kinematic and group-theoretical
factors have been absorbed into the partial-wave
amplitude a'. In general our representations will
be given in terms of the channel invariants rather
than the group-theoretical variables of the partial-
wave analyses. Since the amplitudes have simple
analytic behavior in terms of the invariants, this
avoids kinematic singularities and exhibits the es-
sential features of the representations. The rep-
resentations will thus be rather like generalized
Khuri representations' and are, of course, identi-
cal to the partial-wave representations to leading
asymptotic order.

The contour in j in (1.1) is taken to lie between
the poles in I'(-j) and the ("dynamic") singularities
in a' which are assumed to be of the following
types:

(i) Regge poles,

(1.2a)

(1.2c)

with

J =-1, -2, -8, . . . and 7=(-l)~+'.

The asymptotic behavior in s is calculated by
sweeping the j contour in (1.1) to the left to pick
up the contributions of the singularities (1.2). For
example, a Regge pole (1.2a) gives the contribu-
tion,

In the absence of singularities in P, A' will have
poles only for o.(t) = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The absence of
poles for negative integral n(t) is the manifesta-
tion of the existence of nonsense zeros when
multiplicative fixed poles are not present. Al-
though the fixed poles do not contribute to the
asymptotic behavior of the amplitude because they
are wrong signature, their existence can be tested
with sum rules.

In Sec. III we discuss the five-particle case in
some detail, using heavily White's application"
of the Sommerfeld-Watson transform to the five-
particle amplitude. We motivate the following ex-
pression:

A"~'2(s„s„s; t„ t, ) = . dm dj, dj, I (-m)I'(-j, + m)l" (-j,+ m)
2pz

x(-s,)'~™(-s.)'2™(-s)"~'~"(j„j.,m tl, t2), (1.4}

where A'&"2 has only right-hand cuts in the total
energy s and the subenergies s, and s, . The con.-
tour of integration is roughly such that the explicit
singularities in the I' functions lie to the right and
the ("dynamical" ) singularities in a'&'2 lie to the
left. There are two types of singularities in the
helicity in arising from the gamma functions,
however. Those from I'(-m) lie to the right of
the contour whereas those from I'( j, —m)
x I'(-j,+ m) lie to the left (see Fig. 5).

We shall suggest on the basis of the absence of
simultaneous discontinuities in overlapping chan-
nel invariants in the physical region that, in the
asymptotic limits for which (1.4) is appropriate,

t

there will be no contribution from singularities
in m to the left of the contour in a'~'2. This has
the important consequence that the singularities
in helicity which determine the asymptotic limit
s/s, s, -~ are completely determined by the sin-
gularities in angular momentum through their
pinching the contour of integration with the singu-
larities in I"(-j,+ m)1"(-j,+ m). In particular,
helicity poles are determined completely by Regge
poles at j, = o.(t, ) =- n, to lie at m = n, , a, —1,
z; —2, . . . . Therefore, the only fundamental dynam-
ical singularities are those in the angular momen-
tum plane.

The partial-wave amplitude a'&'2 is thus assumed
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to have singularities in the angular momenta of
the types:

(i) Regge poles,

where, for the reasons discussed above, P(m; t„ t,)
can have no singularities in m, gives an asymptot-
ic contribution

R(2„m; t„ t, )

j, —n,

(ii) Hegge cuts,

(1.5a)

(1.5b)

gTyr2 ( s )ny( s )n2 2'
x dmF -m F -n, +m

R(j„m; t, t, ) (1.5c)

(iii) nonsense-wrong-signature fixed poles of
the two types The behavior for large q -=s/s, s, is obtained by

pushing the m contour to the left and picking up
the poles in helicity in the second two F functions,

with

and

J', =-1, -2, —3, . . . and 7;=(-1)~&",

R(j2, m; t, ) t2) (1.5d)

x [(-0)"'I'(-o.,)I'(o', —n, )p(o'„. t„ t, )

+ (-q)"r(-~,)1'(o, —o, )P(o'„ t, t, ))..

(1.8)

with

Z, = -1, -2, -3, . . . and ~, 7., = (-l)~&+'.

These two types of fixed poles correspond to non-
sense with respect to the helicities at the vertices
to the left and right of j„respectively.

Let us mention a few consequences of this pro-.
posal. A double-Regge pole

(1.6)

We see, as mentioned above, that the helicity-pole
locations are completely determined by the Regge-
pole locations. "

There is also a rather new type of asymptotic
limit for which the representation (1.4) is appro-
priate -the helicity-pole limit, "'

s, -~, s/s, ~; t~, t2, s2 fixed.

This limit also uniquely determines the partial-
wave analysis of (1.4) and, assuming dominant
Begge poles at j,=e;, we have

(1.9)

where R and P are defined by (1.5a) and (1.6). We
shall discuss some features of the interesting
structure of (1.9) in Sec. III.

The nonsense-wrong-signature fixed poles,
(1.5c) and (1.5d), have the effect of eliminating
nonsense zeros if they occur multiplicatively
with Regge poles. This will be discussed further
in Sec. III. We note that it would be particularly
interesting to test for the existence of such fixed
poles by using sum rules for their residues.

In Sec. III we also discuss the signature associ-
ated 'arith the complex helicity which we have sup-
pressed above and its implications.

In Sec. IV we discuss some aspects of amplitudes
with more than five particles. A new feature arises

in such amplitudes. There are nonlinear relations
among the channel invariants due to the four-di-
mensionality of space-time which must be taken
into account. We believe the correct treatment
of these relations is intimately connected with the
satisfaction of the requirement of no simultaneous
discontinuities in overlapping invariants. We illus-
trate what we believe is the correct way to handle
this problem by a discussion of the multiperipheral
and triple-Hegge limits of the six-particle ampli-
tude.

II. FOUR-PARTICLE AMPLITUDE

In order to illustrate our approach with a familiar
example we give a brief discussion of the ampli-
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"t" invariants: t,

"s" invariants: s, u.
(2.1)

The usual normal-threshold singularities in the
"s" invariants lead to right-hand and left-hand cuts
in s.

It is well known that in order to obtain a partial-
wave amplitude with suitable Carlsonian continua-
tion to complex angular momentum, one must per-
form the partial-wave analysis on an amplitude
with only right-hand or only left-hand cuts. Such
amplitudes can be obtained by writing a dispersion
relation for the full amplitude,

tude for four spinless equal-mass particles.
Of the three channel invariants for the four-

particle amplitude (s, t, and u —see Fig. 1), two

may be chosen as independent variables (say s and
t). Since we wish to discuss the limit s-~ with
t fixed, it is natural to group the channel invariants
into two classes:

s = —2(]!—4m')+ 2(]!—4m') cos0 (2.5)

and the asymptotic behavior in cos0 gives the
asymptotic behavior in s.

We therefore begin with the partial-wave expan-
sion for A'(s; t),

equal or opposite in sign to Az(s, t). For mostly
historical reasons we shall use the signature no-
tation. We shall assume the amplitudes with only
right-hand cuts which we partial-wave analyze have
in other respects the same singularity structure as
the full amplitude. This important assumption
greatly restricts the possible singularities of the
partial-wave amplitudes.

The asymptotic limit of interest determines an
appropriate set of group variables in which a
Sommerfeld-Watson transform gives the desired
asymptotic behavior. In this case, we perform
an 0(3) partia. l-wave analysis in the t-channel
center -of-mass system. We then have

1
A(s t)=-

7T

ImAs(s'; t)ds' 1 ImAz(u'; t)du, '
IS —S 7T g Q —QI

=A (s; t)+A (u; t). (2.2)

A'(s; t) = Q(2j+1)a'(j; t)P,.(cos0),
g =0

where, using (2.3),

(2.6)

One can then do the partial-wave analysis on the
amplitudes A~ and Al since they have cuts in only
one direction. It is more conventional to introduce
signatured amplitudes

a (j; t]= —f ['tmA (s'; t)+vImAz(s'; t)]

x Q &(cos 8')dcos 0' . (2.7)

A'(s; t) =——,'[A„(s; t)+ vAi(s; t)], (2.3)

where v. =-+1, and perform the partial-wave analy-
sis on them. The full amplitude can be recon-
structed using

Obtaining the Sommerfeld-Watson transform of
(2.6) gives

1 dj (2j+1)a'(j; t)P, (-cos0)
2$ sinn. j

A(s; t) = Q [A'(s; t)+ TA'(u; t)]. (2.4)
(2.8)

7 =&1

We see that the net effect of introducing signature
is to introduce two different amplitudes giving two
degrees of freedom corresponding to the two dis-
tinct cuts in s. As far as we shall be concerned,
doing partial-wave analyses on A~ and A~ or A+

and A are equally acceptable"; for example, the
assumption of dominance of either A+ or A is
simply equivalent to a statement that As(s, t) is

In order to be able to push the contour to the left
of Rej = ——,

' we need to perform Mandelstam's trick
which effectively replaces

P, (-cos 0)
sin7Tj

Q , ,(-cos0)
3' cos7Tj

Since here we will be interested only in leading
asymptotic behaviors, we replace Q, , by its
asymptotic form

Q, ,(-cos 0) -Ww . , (-2cos 0)'r(-j)
I' -g+ —,

'

and write

(2.9)

A'(s; t) = . dj I'(-j)(-s)'a'(j; t).1
2ri (2.10)

FIG. 1. Channel invariants for four-particle amplitude. In obtaining (2.10) we have redefined a~ by absorb-
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ing various nonsingular factors. " Kinematic singu-
larities have been taken into account in a natural
way by extracting the threshold behavior from a'
to convert cos0 to s." The contour of integration
is taken to separate the singularities in I'(-j)
from those in a'. Equation (2.10) is particularly
convenient since it emphasizes the fundamental
features of the Sommerfeld-Watson transform
[for example, the factor I'(-j) yields the sum over
nonnegative integra. l j in (2.6) when the contour is
closed to the right]. It is also sufficient for phe-
nomenology with leading asymptotic behavior.

The asymptotic behavior of A' is obtained by
pushing the j contour of integration to the left, "
thereby picking up the singularities in a~. At
present our intuition about the types and locations
of singularities in complex angular momentum
rests mostly on models and rigorous results from
two-body unitarity. This leads us to expect the
following types of singularities (see Fig. 2):

(i) Regge poles,

p(t)a'(j; t) = .
( ),

(ii) Regge cuts,
n(f) ~. t)a'(j; t) = dn j —n '

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

(iii) nonsense-wrong-signature fixed poles,

,,(.. )
P() (2.11c)

Regge poles

with

J =-1, -2, -3, . . . and v= (-1) +'.

For simple singularities like the above, the resi-
dues o. and P must be regular in t for t& 4m'. Sin-
gularities in P would lead to singularities in A'

which are inconsistent with our assumption that it
have the same analytic structure as the full ampli-

(2.12)

where P is regular for t&4m'. Wherea. s a Regge-
pole contribution normally behaves like

A'(s; t) -I'[-o.(t)] P(t)(-s) "',
A(s; t) - r[-o'(t)] P(t)(e-' "&'~+ r)s "~'&

(2.13)

and thus A vanishes for n(t) a negative integer
(nonsense) of wrong signature, with (2.12) A(s, t)
will be finite at such a point. The multiplicative
fixed pole is thus correlated with the absence of
the nonsense zero. Multiplicative singularities
need not be of the simple form (2.12) —any' form
for a' in which the individual poles or cuts have
singularities not present in a itself is permissi-
ble.

Let us discuss the fixed poles (2.11c) in more
detail since their generalization to many-particle
amplitudes will present the most difficulty. From
(2.7) and (2.9) we see that a'( j, t) has a potential
singularity for j negative integral. Such a "group-
theoretical" singularity only makes such in singu-
larity in a' appear more or less natural, it could
always have a vanishing residue (at least outside
the region where two-body unitarity holds). Thus
while such factors provide heuristic reasons for
fixed poles they do not guarantee their existence.
From unitarity we know that fixed poles actually
cannot be present unless they are masked, for
example, by moving Regge cuts. Since such mech-
anisms have been found only for wrong signature
we assume only wrong-signature fixed poles.
These, of course, have the property that they do
not give any asymptotic fixed power behavior the
full amplitude. Their existence can be checked,
however, by sum rules, e.g. ,

tude. The singularities (2.11) can, however, occur
in a "multiplicative" manner, i.e., in such a way
that the individual residues have singularities in
t which cancel in the full partial-wave amplitude.
A particularly well-known example is a multiplica-
tive fixed pole and Hegge pole,

a'(j; t) = P(t)
[j - (t)] [j -~]

P (t) 1 P(t)
4(t) -~]j —~(t) [~(t) -&] j —J '

V'

f ixed poles
'V

poles of I'(-j)
1 ds' (s') ~ '[ImA„(s'; t) + (-1)~+'ImA~(s'; t)]

= I (-J)P(t)(-1)~. (2.14)

Regge cut

FIG. 2. Singularities in complex angular momentum.

The existence of multiplicative fixed poles can
also be implicitly checked by the absence of non-
sense zeros as discussed above.

The above discussion can be generalized to the
case of arbitrary spin particles' or representa-
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tions corresponding to (2.10) can be obtained di-
rectly by taking the residues of the multiparticle
amplitudes below at nonzero spin poles. We brief-
ly discuss this in Sec. IV.

t2

III. FIVE-PARTICLE AMPLITUDE

A. Double-Regge Asymptotic Limit

There are ten different channel invariants in the
five-particle amplitude (see Fig. 3) of which five
are independent. These ten invariants naturally
fall into four groups:

S

"t" invariants: t„t„'

"s" invariants: sy Qy, s2, u2;

(3 1)
sy s ~QyD

All "s" invariants in the same group are asymp-
totically proportional in the double-Regge region
and we choose as independent variables the first
member of each group along with t, and t, .

In general one expects, along with other singu-
larities, normal threshold singularities in the "s"
invariants. In the double-Regge region these will
yield right-hand and 1.eft-hand singularities in s„
s„and s. Thus a decomposition of the amplitude
into terms with cuts on only one side analogous to
(2.2) would be expected to consist of eight terms
(corresponding to a choice of either right-hand or
left-hand cuts for each of s„s„and s). We shall
not discuss possible generalizations of (2.2) here

(b)
FIG. 3. Channel invariants for five-particle amplitude.

but instead rely on the development of signatured
amplitudes given by White. ' We refer the reader
to his paper for discussion of some of the many
difficulties involved in a rigorous definition. We
only give here the generalization of (2.4). Instead
of the variable s we use q =—s/s, s, as the fifth inde-
pendent variable —the reason for this will become
clear when we discuss the partial-wave analysis
below. We, have"

A(sr~ s2) 0r tlat f2)'= ([A ~ ~ ~(Sg~ S2~

Pj's

fgq fp) +'TyA I 2 12(—Sg~ Sn) 7/q fgq f2) +r2 A & 2 &2(Sg~ —S2, YJ q fg~ t2)
Tj,T2,T~=k 1

+7~7'2A & 2 &&(—Sg~ —S2~'gp fg~ f2)]+T~('g -'g)). (3.2)

We see that there are now three signatures, ' and thus a total of eight amplitudes, giving 8 degrees of
freedom corresponding to the eight combinations of right-hand and left-hand cuts in s„s„and s. The
signatures 7., and T, are the ordinary signatures for the angular momentum in t, and t, channels, whereas
~„ is a new signature for the helicity at the central vertex. ' From now on we shall discuss the partial-
wave analysis of the signatured amplitudes. If one prefers, one can think of the analysis as applying to an
amplitude with only right-hand cuts in s„s„and q which would be used directly in a generalization of
(2.2) which might hold at least asymptotically.

The appropriate set of group variables in which Sommerfeld-Watson transforms lead to the desired
double-Regge asymptotic behavior is given by a double O(3) analysis in the t, and f, -channel c—enters-of-
mass systems. We have

1
s, = 2m' + —,'(f, —m' —t,) +

2

1
s, = 2m'+ —,'(t, —m' —t, ) +-

2 2

1
s = 2m' + —'(m' —t, —t, ) +

4

(f, -4m')~(f„f„m') "'
tl

(t, —4m')~(t„t„m') "'„,
~27

(f, —4m')X(t„ t„m') "' 1 (t, —4m')&(t„ t„m')cos Og+—
t2

cos8,
(3 3)

1 (f, 4m')(f, -
4 tjt2

2 1/2
(m' —t, —f,) cos8, cose, —-',[(t, —4m')(t, —4m')] "' sine, sin8, cos&o,
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where X(a, b, c) =a~+ bi+ c' —2ab —2bc —2ca. From
(3.3) we see that s, and s, are directly related to
the angles 0, and 0, whereas s involves also the
Toiler angle co. In the double-Regge region we
have

C

s 2(t, t,)"' cost@ +m' —t, t, —

s,s, &(t„t„m )
(3 4)

V v 1 t V V V V

and thus q is simply related to the Toiler angle.
The doub1, e partial-wave expansion for

A ~ 2»(sg, s2,' tg, ta) is

A'&'2'» = Q Q Q (2j, + l)(2j, +1)
m= -~ j~= lm l j = im I2

x a'~'~'»(j„j„m, t„ t, )

x d."(cos 8,)d'', (cos 8,)e'"

(3.5)

Following Goddard and White, we obtain the Som-
merfeld-Watson transform of (3.5) in two steps.
First a Sommerfeld-Watson transform is per-
formed on the helicity m. We have, suppressing
irrelevant labels,

A(z) =Q a'(m)z — Q a'(m)z

1 a'(m)( —z)"
2i c&™ sinmm

(3.6)

FIG. 4. Integration contours in complex helicity plane.

functions of q. The possibility that the amplitude
is odd in co corresponds to the possibility of a
dependence on the pseudoscalar object e"' P»P»

P3 &P4 . He re for simpl icity we shal 1 assume
there is no such dependence. " One easily sees
that in this case a'(m) = -a (-m) and that the am-
plitude can be written equivalently to (3.7) as

A(q)= ——. ! dm . (—g)
a(m)

2s c slnrm (3.6)

We note that the Fourier expansion (3.6) is ob-
tained by closing the contour C to the right. To
obtain the asymptotic behavior for large g, on the
other hand, we sweep the contour to the left. It
appears that there are fixed inverse powers of g
arising from the poles in (sinvm) '. However,
there is no reason to expect these generally and,
indeed, we shall argue below that they cannot be
present. Consequently we finally rewrite (3.9) as

where z =- e' and the contours are shown in Fig. 4.
We have assumed the analog of (2.2),

A(rt) = . !I dm I'( —m)(-q) a(m) .1
2m& ~c

(3.9)

A(z)=, +
' ' rmA(z')dz' " ImA(z')dz'

0 z' —z z z

which gives

a'(m) = (z') " 'ImA(z')dz',
1+ g

a'(m) = (z') 'ImA(z')dz'.
0

The amplitudes a'(m) and a'(m) have good asymp-
totic behaviors in the right-half and left-half m
planes respectively. We may thus write (see Fig.
4)

( )
1 „a'(m)+a'(m)

( )
2z, c sln7jm

(3.7)

We now would like to translate from ~(z) to q.
prom (3.3) we see that q is even in &o (in z - I/z) and
thus only even functions of co can be"written as

The second step in the Sommerfeld-Watson
transform of (3.5) is to perform the usual partial-
wave analysis of

a(m) = a'&'"»(s„s„m; t„t,) .

This analysis must be done for complex helicity m
so that, for m positive integral, one reobtains
(3.5). The correct complete set of functions to use
are the d,'~ (cos8, ) [equivalently the Jacobi polyno-
mials PI ' ~(cos8, )]. Then one obtains, analogously
to (2.6),

a(m) = Q Q (2j, +1)(2j,+1)a(j„j„m;t„ t,)
=m j2=m

xdg (cos8,)d",(cos8,) . (3.10)

We note that if the helicity m is nonintegral then
the sums are over nonintegral j; as well. The Som-
merfeld-Watson transform on (3.10) then gives
analogously to (2.8),
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Finally, using the generalization of the Mandelstam trick and taking the leading asymptotic form, we
have

3d''""(s„s„q;t j„)=( .
~

dm dj, djj'(-m) I( j,+-m) j(-j,+ m)( —s)"(—s)"(-q)

xa'~'2'»(j, j„m; t„t,) . (3.12)

Dynamical singularities

(a)

poles of I'(-j;dm)

m+f m+2

poles of I'(-j, +rn)

jm

Dynamic a I

singularities

X X

poles of I (-rn)

poles of

Re m
r' r

poles ofP

x r ' r' «j
l

contour

I r

(c)

FIG. 5. Integration contour for Eq. (3.12). (a) Com-
plex j &

plane when j &
integration performed first. (b)

Complex m plane when m integration performed first.
(c) Real part of m and real part of j& plane.

In obtaining (3.12) we have extracted certain "ki-
nematic" singularities like [I'(-j, +m)] '~' from
the partial-wave amplitude, as well as usual
threshold behaviors. " The advantage of this is,
of course, that (3.12) expresses the amplitude in
terms of the invariants in terms of which it has
the simplest analyticity properties. We shall as-
sume suitable asymptotic behavior in j„j„and
nz to allow the neglect of all contours at infinity.
In fact so far simultaneous Carlsonian behavior has
only been established for either j, or j, and m. '

We now need to discuss the location of the con-
tour of integration in the j„j„andm planes.
Roughly speaking the contour is such that the sin-
gularities needed to reproduce the partial-wave

(-s,)j~ (-s,)". "(-s) (3.13)

The natural interpretation of the phase of this ex-
pression for positive s„s„and s is that it rep-
resents the usual physical region unitarity (e.g. ,
normal threshold, etc.) singularities in these
channels. Thus in an asymptotic limit for which a
term of the form (3.13) dominates, e.g. , s» s» s
—~, this expression would represent an amplitude
with simultaneous discontinuities in s, and s2.
Since such physical-region simultaneous discon-

series (3.5) lie to the right [e.g. , the singularities
in I (-m), I (-j, +~), and I'(~, +m)] and the "dy-
namical" singularities in a'~'2'» lie to the left."
It is, of course, difficult to produce diagrams of
the contour since it is a three-dimensional surface
in a six-dimensional space. We show in Fig. 5

sections in the complex j,- and m planes when the

j, and m integrals, respectively, are carried out
first and also a section in the real part of j, and
m plane for arbitrary order of integration.

Suppose the j, integrations in (3.12) are per-
formed first. Clearly a i 2» cannot have any sin-
gularities in j, to the right of the contour, since
when the contour is closed to the right we must
reproduce the partial-wave series (3.10). However,
a"&'2'» can have singularities in j,- to the left of
the contour which will contribute to the asymptotic
behavior. Now consider the integration of the re-
sultant function over m. Again there cannot be
singularities to the right of the contour, since
closing the contour to the right must reproduce
(3.6). Such singularities will clearly be absent if
g'~'2'i2 itself has no singularities whose position
depends upon m, but this is not a necessary con-
dition. It is necessary that there be no j,-inde-
pendent singularities in m to the right of the con-
tour. H owever, j,.-dependent singularities could
be present, since they would be washed out in the

j,. integrations if they cannot pinch against the
singularities in the I"(—j,+m). The fixed-pole sin-
gularities discussed below are such singularities.
The only singularities to the left of the contour in
the final m integration to be expected are the sin-
gularities arising from the pinching of the dynam-
ical singularities in the j, against the. singularities
in I'(-j,. +m). This is because the integrand of
(3.12) has the form
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tinuities in overlapping-channel invariants are
prohibited by the Steinmann relations, "it must be
that either j~ —m of j~ —m is a nonnegative integer. "
Only singularities in m arising from pinches of the

j, integrations against the I (-j,.+m) satisfy this.
We therefore see that Ne locations of the singular
ities in helicity sehich determine asymPtotic be-
havior are completely determined by Ne singular-
ities in angular momentum. These singularities
are at

J, =-1,-2, -3, . . . and g, =(-1) &",

(b)

with

and 7,72=(-1) ~" .

m=a —N (3.14)

where n is the location of a dynamical singularity
in j, or j, and N is a non-negative integer. The
required singularity structure of the amplitude
thus has a very simple expression in complex he-
licity language.

It is also interesting to imagine performing the

m integration first. If the contour is pushed to the
left, we pick up only the poles in the I'(-j, +m) and
simultaneous discontinuities in overlapping vari-
ables in (3.13) are clearly absent as before. On
the other hand, if the contour is closed to the

right, it is important to notice, as emphasized by
White, ' that the required partial-wave sums over

j& are produced by pinches of the m contour for
integral j, by the poles in I (-j,+m) and r(-m).
The fixed-pole singularities discussed below, or
other j,.-dependent singularities in m to the right
of the contour, will give no contribution to the par-
tial-wave series in j, since they do'not cause
pinches against r(-m).

As is the case for the four-particle amplitude,
a more precise specification of what types of dy-
namical singularities to expect must depend at
present largely on conjectures based on model cal-
culations. We expect the following types of singu-
larities in the angular momentum plane j, (or j,):

(i) Regge poles,

&""'"(j~,j2, 222; i~, i2) = R(j„m; i„i, )

We expect the residues above to be entire functions
of m. We expect no singularities in m other than

those already present in (3.15d) above.
The Regge-pole and -cut singularities are quite

natural generalizations of (2.1la) and (2.11b); the
fixed-pole singularities deserve further comment,
however. The two types of fixed poles correspond
to nonsense with respect to the two vertices which
the angular momentum j; couples. Thus the vertex
to the left of j, has two spinless particles and the
first nonsense point is j,=-1 —this gives (3.15c).
The vertex to the right of j, has (complex) helicity
m and the first nonsense point is j,=m- 1 —this
gives (3.15d). The rule 7,2.2=(—.1)~&'' defining
wrong signature for this case is a rather natural
generalization of the rule for vertices with spin-
less particles. For j, integral and 7, = (—1)~2 we

expect particle poles in t,. The maximum helicity
of these states is j, and thus the nonsense points
are j,=j2+Z, and the usual rule gives 2, =(-1)'" "'
or 7,72= (-I)"+'.

As is the case for the four-particle amplitude,
the existence of fixed poles (3.15c) and (3.15d) is
suggested by "group theoretical" singularities in
the functions defining the partial-wave ampli-
tudes. "'" The expression analogous to (2.9) is

(ii) Regge cuts,

(3.15a) x (—2cos 8)', (3.16)

Tl 2 12(j j 222 $ i ) p+ 0 22! 9 l~ 2B(a,j m' i i )
~ oo jl

(3.15b)

(iii) nonsense —wrong-signature fixed poles of
two types,

(a)

with

which for n =0 clearly exhibits a singularity at
j =m+ J." Such arguments only make the existence
of fixed poles appear natural; whether or not they
are present depends, of course, on dynamics. We
shall see below that the presence of multiplicative
fixed poles has the very direct and simple conse-
quence of removing certain "kinematic" nonsense
zeros (which in general need not be present) from
the asymptotic behavior of the amplitude.

Let us now discuss the behavior of the scattering
amplitude which the various singularities (3.15)
lead to. First consider the contribution of a
double- Regge pole
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OQ «$
A'&'"»- (—s,)"~(-s,)"2 (-rt)'& Q I'(-a, + i)I"(a, —a, —i)p(a, —i, t„ t,)—.

,
$=0

00 '$

+ (-q) 2 Q I (-a, + i)I'(a, —a, -i)p(a, —i; t„ t,) .
,

$=0 J
(3.17)

We have closed the m contour to the left in order
to exhibit the singularities of the double-Regge
vertex for large g. The singularities (-7i) ~ and
(-g) 2 are well known to result in most all model
calculations. " Qoddard and White' have previously
noted that the assumption that a'~'2'» has no singu-
larities in m yields (3.17). This property, as we
have discussed above, is actual1y required by the
Steinmann relations so that the amplitude has the
behavior

A'~'2'»- (-s)"&(-s,)"2 "&I'(-a,)r (a, —a,)p(a„ t„t,)

+ (-s)"2(-s,)'& "21'(-a,)I'(a, —a, )p(a, ', t„ t,)
(3.18)

and thus no double discontinuities in s, and s, .
That the Steinmann relations lead to an expression
of the form (3.18) has been pointed out previously
by Halliday" and DeTar and Weis. ' " The two sin-
gularity structures in (3.18) correspond to the two
types of tree diagrams exhibiting singularities in
the asymPtotic invariants (see Fig. 6). We note
that each term in (3.17) has "spurious" singulari-
ties for a, —a,-integral. It is clear from (3.12)
that the amplitude does not have such unphysical
singularities since the singularities at I= n, and

m= n2 do not pinch the contour. It is easy to check
that they cancel between the two terms in (3.17).

It is important to reemphasize the interpretation
of (3.17). The asymptotic behavior in s, and s, is
controlled by the singularities in angular momen-
tum whereas the asymptotic behavior in g is con-
trolled by the singularities in helicity. Equation
(3.17) is a concrete example of the general dis-
cussion above, since it shows that in the double-
Regge limit the singularities in helicity are deter-
mined comp1etely by the Regge-pole locations.
Therefore, in a, sense the helicity singularities
are kinematical whereas the angular momentum
singularities are dynamical. It is reassuring that
one does not need further dynamics beyond that
needed to determine the angular momentum singu-
larities in order to determine the helicity-pole lo-
cations. "

Vfe now consider the contribution of a fixed pole
of the form (3.15d) multiplying a double-Regge
pole:

which yields

[I'(a, -a,)(-s) '(-s, )"' "-I'( ~,)(-s)-"'(-s,)"]P(a, t t )
1 2 1

a2) n n -n' (-s) ~(-s,) "2 n~p(a t„ t,)+terms of lower order in q.
1

(3.19)

The fixed pole (3.15d) thus leads to a fixed-power
behavior (-s,) &. For a multiplicative fixed pole,
the Regge pole and fixed poles have residues with
compensating spurious singularities at ey o2 cfog

=0. We thus see that "nonsense" spurious singu-
larities have a rather different compensation
mechanism than do "sense" spurious singularities
[i.e., in (3.19) both terms have m = a„whereas
in (3.18) one term has m = a, and one m = a, ].""
Additive fixed poles give a contribution like that
above except with no spurious singularity.

Amplitudes with fixed poles of the form (3.15d)
are found in a number of models with third-double-

spectral functions. We have studied the dual-reso-
nance model for the five-line amplitude in detail.
There are l2 contributions corresponding to the 12
possible orderings of the external lines. Of these,
4 exhibit the double-Regge behavior (3.17) [with
P(m; t „t,) = 1] and 4 have additive fixed poles in

j, and j, or the form (3.15d)." These additive
fixed poles are the generalizations of the well-
known additive fixed poles in the "third-double-
spectral" term, B[-a(s), —a(u)) in the four-par-
ticle amplitude. " Multiplicative fixed poles of
the form (3.15d) have been found in p' perturba-
tion theory models of Regge poles with nonplanar
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"third-double-spectral function" couplings. ""
These authors have actually treated the six-par-
ticle amplitude but we can specialize their results
by taking the residue of one Reggeon at a =0.
[They also discussed the helicity-pole limit (see
Sec. IIIB) but the results for the Regge limit are
essentially the same. ] Gordon" has explicitly
calculated the fixed-pole and Regge-pole contribu-
tions and they indeed have the form (3.19). His
calculations are completely consistent with our
general expressions.

It is amusing to observe that possible multiplica-
tive fixed poles of the form

1. I
j~-m —J j2 —rn —J '

whether or not they multiply Regge poles or cuts,

do not give a behavior of the amplitude different
from that of a single fixed pole. This is because
the m contour receives contributions only from the
singularities in I'( —j,+m) and I'(-j~+m) which

convert one of the two factors above into a regular
factor. Thus in addition to the behaviors like
(3.19) the only other type of behavior is that arising
from the fixed poles of the form (3.15c). Although
these fixed poles have not been found in the models
we have studied explicitly, in general they may be
necessary for consistency of the rules for many-
particle amplitudes (see Sec. IV). The poles give
a distinctive contribution; for example

yields

-[r(-J,)I"(Z —n )(-s) '(-s )"2 ~P(J', ; t„ f ) I+'(-n )r(n -J,)(-s)"2(-s ) ~ "2P(n, ; t„ t )]]

+terms of lower order in q. (3.20)

We see that in (3.18), Disc, Disc„&'~'2'i2 has
zeros for n, negative integral. Such nonsense
zeros would not seem to be an absolute necessity,
and these fixed poles allow them to be absent (for
wrong signature) —compare with (2.13) and (3.19}
[which allows the Disc, A'~ "2'» to be finite for
o., —n, negative integral].

Although one can easily see that because the
fixed poles occur at wrong signature they do not
contribute to the asymptotic behavior of the ampli-
tude, their existence can be checked experimental-
ly using sum rules analogous to (2.14) or finite-
energy sum rules. Such experimental tests would
be extremely interesting. We remark that in
writing finite-energy sum rules for multiparticle
processes it is clearly essential to take into prop-
er account the singularity structures (3.17), (3.19},
and (3.20) in order to correctly exploit the analytic-
ity of the amplitude.

One can easily compute the contribution of the
various types of singularities to the full amplitude
using (3.2). For double-Regge poles the case
where there is no left-hand cut in q was worked
out some time ago by Drummond gt g/. " The gen-
eral case has been studied recently by Roth'~ and
it was found that the only effect was to take the
even (odd) part of the first sum in (3.17) for even
(odd} values of r,T» similarly the even (odd) part
of the second sum for even (odd) values of v~r».
In the past the possibility of left-hand cuts in q

has usually been ignored. Our general discussion
above should make this appear to be a peculiar
assumption, since generally there is no reason
not to have left-hand cuts in s in the same term
with right-hand cuts in s, and s, . The reason for
the neglect of such contributions in the past is
undoubtedly due to the fact that one considered
only planar-type models. Indeed Roth" has shown
that certain nonplanar models (e.g. , the nonplanar
dual model of Mandelstam") have left-hand cuts
in q [but, of course, still have the behavior (3.17)].
The question then arises whether or not we ex-
pect Regge couplings to have a definite signature
Ty2 rather than being some arbitrary mixture of
7 y2 +1 At the present time this is an interesting
open question. We feel, however, that the answer
is probably no, since certain models like the ordi-
nary dual model for mesons or Mandelstam's dual
quark model' do not have definite Ty2 signature.
We shall therefore neglect vertex signatures in
the remainder of the paper.

8, Helicity Pole and More General Asymptotic Limits

It is very interesting to ask whether the asymp-
totic behavior in other limits than the double-
Begge limit is determined by the singularities in

j„j„andm, discussed above. Qf course, the
single-Regge limits s, -~ (s,/s fixed) and s2-~
(s,/s fixed) are determined by the singularities in
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j, and j„respectively. More interesting, however,
is the limit g-~ (e.g., s-~ with s, and s, as well
as t, and t, fixed). This limit also specifies the
unique partial-wave analysis of Fig. 3(a) and Eq.
(3.12). Only this partial-wave analysis has the

property that there are two fixed momentum trans-
fers in the limit. We therefore expect the singular-
ities in m determine the asymptotic behavior as
)7-~. Thus Regge poles in j, and j, [see (3.15a)
and above Eq. (3.17)] lead to the behavior

A'~'2 —(-s)"& r(-n, ) dj, I'(-j, + n, )(-s,)'2 "~A(j„n„t„ t, )

+ (-s)"2r (-n, ) J/dj, r(-j, + n, )(-s,)'~- ~ ft(j „n„t„ t, ) .

This formula shows clearly that the Regge poles determine the asymptotic behavior. The ordinary dual-
resonance model has this behavior: 4 of the 12 contributions have both of the above terms, 4 contributions
have only one of the terms, and 4 contributions are expected to decrease exponentially.

Intermediate between the g -~ limit and the double-Regge limit is the so-called helicity-pole limit. "'
The helicity-pole limit is

S1 S/S~ t„t„s, fixed . (3.21)

The limit s, -~ requires the j, partial-wave analysis and the limit s/s, -~ requires the j, partial-wave
analysis (s/s, -0 requires partial-wave analysis in the s, -channel instead). In this case it is useful to re-
write (3.12):

m

A ' (s„s„sj„j)=( ) J dm J dj, fdj, j( m)r( js-mls'( j-, sm)(-s )"( (-s )'
1

xa'~"(j„j„m;t„ t,).
Let us compute the contribution of a Regge pole (3.15a) in the limit s, -~,

2A'"'-(-s, ) '( . J
dm dj, j'(-m)j'(-s, +m)j'(-j, +m) (-s, )s A(j, m; j j,)„

1

(3.22)

(3.23)

The limit s/s, -~ is then determined by the leading singularities in m. There is a singularity at m =n,
and, in addition, singularities at m = n, due to Regge poles (or cuts) in j, pinching the j, contour of inte-
gration against the singularities in I'(-j, +m). Retaining only the dominant poles at m = n, and m =n„we
obtain

2
A'~ '2 - (-s,)"' I'(- n, )I'(n, —n, )(3(n„ t„ t, )-S~

+ I (-n, ) . dj, I'(-j, +n, )(-s,)'2 "~R(j„n„t„ t, )
-S~ 2Fg

(3.24)

The two terms in (3.24) correspond to the two

tree diagrams in Fig. 6. The first term is deter-
mined completely by the leading Regge behavior
and has the structure of a three-point vertex. " Qn

the other hand, the second term is a contour inte-
gral over j, and can have pole and cut singularities
in s, as well as t, . This term therefore has the
structure of a four-point function. Since only the
first term has a discontinuity in s„ this disconti-
nuity is determined completely by the usual behav-
ior even though the limit is not a Regge limit.

The behavior (3.24) is a special case of the helic-
ity-pole limit for single-particle inclusive cross
sections where one Regge trajectory is at its spin-
zero pole." It has already been argued that the

behavior of the discontinuity is determined by the
leading Regge poles. ' Also the existence and
structure of the two terms in (3.24) has been dis-
cussed in some detail using the dual-resonance
model as a guide. ' ""We see that, as suggested
there, this structure is very general.

Some authors have regarded the second term in
(3.24) as anomalous. " However, the above anal-
ysis shows clearly that it is due just to the usual
poles in complex helicity arising in the Sommer-
feld-Watson transform. Perhaps some of the con-
fusion is due to the fact that the limit is often
spoken of as a double-Regge limit (triple-Regge in
the case of inclusive cross sections) and thus one
naively expects only the single term (-s,)"&
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FIG. 6. Tree diagrams representing possible simul-
taneous discontinuities in asymptotic variables in five-
particle amplitude.

t2

x (-s/-s, ) 2. As we have emphasized before, ' the
limit is an helicity-pole limit, not a multi-Regge
limit. However, for the discontinuity discussed
above, it may be more or less permissible to
speak of the limit as "double-Regge" (or "triple-
Regge") limit since its behavior is completely de-
termined by the B,egge poles.

Clearly, fixed-pole and Begge-cut contributions
can easily be calculated. The zero in (3.24) in the
discontinuity in s, for n, —o., negative integral can
be removed by a multiplicative fixed pole of the
form 1/(j, —m —J, ) for wrong signature.

IV. MANY-PARTICLE AMPLITUDES

At the level of the six-particle amplitude an en-
tirely new feature arises. Due to the four-dimen-
sionality of space-time not all invariants formed
from more than four independent four-vectors
are independent. The Gram-determinant con-
straints between the invariants are nonlinear and
thus extremely complicated. ' Unfortunately, we
shall see that these constraints play an important
role and must be taken into account in proposed
representations of many-particle amplitudes. In-
deed they require important modifications of the
expressions one is lead to by simple Sommerfeld-
Watson transform analysis. These modifications
are generally of two types, modifications of "prop-
agators" and of "vertices, " which we shall illus-
trate by studying two limits of the six-particle
amplitude.

FIG. 7, Channel invariants for six-particle amplitude
in linear triple-Regge limit.

A. The Multiperipheral Asymptotic Limit

We first study the linear triple-Regge limit of
the six-particle amplitude. Linear relations
among the invariants reduce the 25 channel invari-
ants to 9 linearly independent variables which we
choose as in Fig. 7. However, there is one.non-
linear constraint which reduces the number of in-
dependent variables to the appropriate 3N —10 = 8.
The conventional choice of variables is the three"t" invariants (t, , t, , t, ) and five of the six "s" in-
variants (s, , s„s,, s», s»). As usual we expect
both right-hand and left-hand cuts in the "s" in-
variants which the signature decomposition will
represent.

The appropriate set of group variables in which
Sommerfeld-Watson transforms lead to the de-
sired linear triple-Regge asymptotic behavior is
clearly given by triple 0(3) analysis in the t, , t, ,
and t, channels' center-of-mass systems. We
shall not give the expression for the invariants in
terms of the group variables since these are easy
generalizations of (3.3). The triple partial-wave
expansion for the amplitude with only right-hand
cuts is4'

&"""(""s. .~„,~..;t„t„t.)= Z Z Z Z Z (2j, +I)(», 1)(2j.+I)
m= -~ n= - j =imi y2=IIiax, hami in') j3=IRI1

'd( 2ocs8, )d„',&(cos9,)e' »e'~ »,
(4.1)

where q, , =s, , /s, .s, The Sommerfeld-Watson transform is obtained as in Sec. III: First the helicities m
and n are transformed, then the angular momenta j, , j„and j, . We then arrive at the generalization of
(3 .12):

A'&'&'3 = — . dm dn dj, dj, dj, I'(-j, + m) I'(-m) ' . ' I'(—n) I'(-j, +n)
1 I'(-j, +m)1 (-j, +n)

2ri 1(-i,)
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sible sets of simultaneous discontinuities in the
"s" invariants are shown in the tree diagrams of
Fig. 8. Clearly, we must distinguish which side
of cuts due to singularities in s we are on. Thus
in order to obtain an amplitude which satisfies the
Steinmann relations, we must distinguish the var-
ious cuts in the independent variables according
to their origin as, say, normal thresholds in the
dependent-channel invariants. It must be the case
that taking the asymptotic limit on different sides
of these cuts will lead to different phases.

Instead of the dependent variables it is conven-
ient to use

ss2
S»S23

(4.3)

FIG. 8. Tree d'iagrams representing possible simulta-
neous discontinuities in asymptotic variables in the linear
triple-Regge limit.

where the contours are drawn analogously to Fig.
5. We have assumed that A is even in ~» and ~$3
for simplicity and, as usual, extracted various
kinematic singularities from the partial-wave am-
plitude. The only really new aspect of (4.2) is the
dependence on j, which now couples to two com-
plex helicities. The factor

arises from the function e ~ '(—cosa) in the Mandel-
stam-Sommerfeld-Watson transform and the "ki-
nematic" group-theoretical singularities in a'~'2'3

[see Eq. (3.16)j. Unfortunately, (4.2) is not a
proper representation of A, since it does not sat-
isfy the Steinmann relations. This problem has
already been discussed in some detail. 4' The pos-

in the linear triple-Regge limit &f& =1. However,
dependence on its phase e'"" must be included to
specify which side of cuts due to singularities in
s we are on. Indeed the full amplitude receives
contributions from signatured amplitudes with

P =e"'"' as well as Q =1."4' We suggest that the
appropriate way to incorporate the dependence on

Q is to insert a factor

sinn(m —j,) sinwn

sinn j, sinn (m -n)
sinn (n —j,) sinvm

+
sinn j, sinn (n -m)

(4.4)

into the integrand of (4.3). For Q =1, this factor
is unity but for Q =e" it is not. Our motivation
for the factor (4.4) comes from the study of the
dual-resonance model ' and the ladder model. "We
found~ that both models could be written in the
form (4.2) with (4.4) and that this gives satisfac-
tion of the Steinmann relations and factorization
of the full amplitude (as well as certain disconti-
nuities). We therefore believe the appropriate
representation of the six-line amplitude in the lin-
ear triple-Regge limit is

( lt 2P 3P 1120 I231 1t 2P 3)

dm Jl dn dj, dj, dj,I'(-j, + m)I'(-m) ' . ' I"(-n)I'(-j, + n)
~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~

X
sinn {m-j,) sinwn sin@ (n -j,) sinn m

sinmj, ines( mn) sinmj, sing(n -m)

x (-sq)~~(-s~)~2(-sq)'~(-q»)™(-q»)"a'~'2 3(j, , j2, j3, m, n; t, , t2), (4.&)

where the contours are drawn as in Fig. 5 and
a'&'2'3 has no singularities in m and n other than
the fixed-pole singularities discussed below.

We expect the usual Regge-pole and -cut singu-
larities in j, , j, , and j, . The nonsense-wrong-

signature fixed poles in j, and j, are expected to
be the same as (3.15c) and (3.1M). The fixed
poles in j, will correspond to nonsense with re-
spect to nz or n, however, and thus will be, of the
two types
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g717273 ~ R
j2 rn ~2

with

J,=-1, -2, -3, . . . and ~p, = (-1)~2",

(4.6a) Sp

g T1T2T3 = A
j2-n -J2

with

(4.6b)

J2=-1, -2, -3, . . . and r27~=(-1)~2"'.

We note that the singularity (4.6b) will lead a
fixed pole of the form (3.15c) if the residue of a
pole at j,=0 is taken. Also a multiplicative pole
of the form

&o

RQ1 2 3
(j, —m —J)(j, -n —J) (4.7)

could lead to a fixed double pole in the four-line
amplitude obtained by taking the residue at poles
at j, =0 and j,=0. We thus should extend the
zeros of [I'(-j,)] ' in (4.5) to the left as well and
take instead

FIG. 9. Choice of variables for triple-Qegge limit.

It(j. -J)(j.-J-1)" (j. 1)
(j, —m- J)(j, nJ)- (4.8) 4PQ1+ (012+ &2p =0

y (4.10)

B. The Triple-Regge Limit and the Triple-Regge Vertex

The most general vertex occurring in a multiple
partial-wave analysis has three general angular
momenta and, correspondingly, the most general
element occurring in Regge-asymptotic limits is
the triple-Regge vertex. 44 Thus far we have
studied only the double-Regge-single-particle
vertex, so we now turn to a discussion of the
novel aspects of the triple-Regge vertex.

The appropriate channels for the triple partial-
wave analysis are shown in Fig. 9. There are six
natural angle variables corresponding to the six
"s" invariants. These are the polar and azimuthal
angles of each of the pairs of external lines mea-
sured in a frame where the corresponding momen-
tum transfer, t, , is at rest. The constraint that
reduces these nine variables to the eight indepen-
dent variables is simply the invariance of the con-
figuration of momenta under a simultaneous trans-
lation of all three azimuthal angles. If we call the
azimuthal angles y,-, the amplitude will only de-
pend on the differences y,. —y, Indeed the in-
variants s, , in Fig. 6 are given by expressions
like (3.3) with the Toiler angles

which shows that only two of the three s, , are in-
dependent. While the constraint is a simple linear
constraint on the Toiler angles, it is a complicated
nonlinear constraint on the s, , We remark that
(4.10) is equivalent to the requirement of helicity
conservation at the central vertex in the frame
where the three momentum transfers are collinear.

The conventional approach to the partial-wave
analysis would be to express the amplitude in
terms of two of the Toiler angles. 4' lf, for exam-
ple, ~» is eliminated the normal threshold singu-
larities in s» will lead to extremely complicated
singularity structure in v«and tu» (or s«and s„).
To avoid this so as to be able to clearly distinguish
singularities according to their origin as ordinary
unitarity singularities (e.g., normal thresholds)
in various channels as in the preceding subsection,
we will give a representation of the amplitude in
terms of an overcomplete set of variables, e.g.,
all three ~,.&. Thus the Fourier transform of the
amplitude will be written

pl ply ~12 12e ~ ~2p 2p+
~ ~

mp1 g m 12,m2P

(4.11)

40 )=Pg -P ~ .
It clearly follows that

(4.9)
Since the helicities m,. associated with the momen-
tum transfers t,. are the Fourier transforms of the
y, , we have from (4.9),
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With this form we see that A contributes
mpZ 7ft12 m20

to helicities m, =+m01~ m„, etc. Since sense val-
ues of the helicities are j,~ m„we see that for
each value of the m, , in (4.13) we must have

As usual we assume for simplicity that the ampli-
tude is a function of the invariants only. Since s, ,-
is even in ~,, , A must be even in the m, , 46

01' .12' .20
We may therefore write instead of (4.11),

(e'tttt01 p1 + e ttttp1 p1 ) (e sttt12 12 + e tttt12 12)

jp mp1 + m20

~ m12 + mP1 P

j2 20+ 12 '

(4.14)

X (tst 20 20 + e 1 20 20)A
m01 2 m12 2 8120

(4.13)

When the partial-wave analysis in the j,. is per-
formed this leads us to suggest the generalization
of (3.12)

6
A' ' ' (s„,s, , s„ tt„, tt„, tt„; t, t, , t ) = . . dm, dm„dm, „~ dj, djfdt, ,27rl

x F(-m„)F(-m„)I'(-m„)I'(-j,+ m„+ m„)
x F(-j, + m„+ m„)F (-j, + m, + m„)
x (-s )"( s,)"(-s.)"(-n, )"-'(-n,.)"'(-n )"'
x a'o'1'2(j„j„j„m„,m„, m„; t„t„t, ) .

(4.15)
As usual a'0'1'2 is assumed not to have singularities in m, , other than fixed-pole singularities.

We do not regard the above motivation for (4.15) as completely convincing. Indeed a large part of the
motivation for (4.15) comes from the study of the dual-resonance model. ' lt was found that a triple-Regge-
pole contribution of the form arising from (4.15) gives an amplitude with no simultaneous discontinuities
in overlapping channel invariants. The distortion of the m, , contours to exhibit the singularities in the g, ,
is quite complicated in this case and we shall only restate the answer ' here:
A""'02- (-s,)"o 1 "2(-s„)"1(-s„)"2I'(-n, )I'(-n, )I'(n, + n, —n, )p(n„0, n„ t„t„ t, )

+ (-S,) 1 "2 0(-S12)"2(-S01)"OF(-n, )F(-n, )F(n2+ n, —n, )p(n„n„0;t„t, , t, )

+ (-s,)"' o (-s„) o(-s„)" I'(-n, )I'(-n, )l (n, + n, —n, )p(0, n, , n„ t„ t, , t, )

+2 (-'01)' ""' """(-S12)'"""'"'"'(-S20)' ""'"""F(2(n2 - np —n1))F(2 (np - n, —n2))F(~2 (n, —n, —n ))

x p(—, (n, + n, —n, ), —,(n, + n, —n, ), —,(n, + n, —n, ); t» t» t,). (4.16)

g707172 p
m1-m -J0 01 20 0

with

J0=-1, -2, -3, . . . and rpT, T2=(-1)~0+'

(4.17)

The four terms in (4.16) correspond to the four
possible combinations of cuts in nonoverlapping
variables (see Fig. 10). Therefore the consistency
with this requirement is perhaps the most impor-
tant feature of (4.15). We refer the reader to Ref.
7 for a further discussion of the structure of (4.16).

The generalization of the remainder of the dis-
cussion of Sec. III to this case is straightforward.
The fixed-pole singularities of the type (3.15d) be-
come

One can also define an helicity-pole limit' ' as

So j S01/Sot S20/So

s1 q s2 ~ s12, 50 q f1 ~ t2 fixed
(4.16)

and obtain expressions analogous to (3.24). This
limit has been of particular interest in single-
particle inclusive cross sections where sp is the
missing mass (M2) and s» and s20 the total energy
(s). We should note that Patrascioiu has pointed
out that this limit does not uniquely define a tree
configuration. " However, we do not expect other
contributions not suggested by (4.15) li.e., not
analogous to (3.24)] which may therefore be pres-
ent to contribute to the missing mass (s,) discon-
tinuity. In the absence of a multiplicative fixed
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or

P sense (—Q& + s12)

Pnonsense ( +2 + ~2)

so For wrong signature the nonsense-choosing tra-
jectory can have residues singular by an extra
(-a, + J', )

"' if there are nonsense-wrong-sig-
nature fixed poles.

V. CONCLUSION

S I2

S2 Si2

FIG. 10. Tree diagrams representing possible simul-
taneous discontinuities in asymptotic variables in the
triple-gegge limit.

pole of the type (4.17), the inclusive cross section
will vanish at &p Az Q2 &p The possibility of
such fixed poles has been discussed before and
models with such fixed poles have been ex-
hibited. ""The results of these model calcula-
tions can be seen to be consistent with our general
rules.

We close this section with a remark on the four-
particle amplitudes for particles with spin implicit
in our representations. For example, taking the
residue of the pole at j, = J, and j, = J, in (4.5),
we have for the maximum helicity amplitude

—
2

(4.19)

Comparing with the standard Regge asymptotic
form

A~, ~,
—P~, (t, )P~ (t, )e~,~, ' '(-cos8, ), (4.20)

we see that, if the p are finite at n, = J„
P sense

Pnonsense ( 2 + 2)

near a, = J, . This is the usual behavior for a
"sense-choosing" Regge trajectory. ' Other behav-
iors are obtained by vanishing or singular behav-
ior of P at a, = J, . Thus a "nonsense-choosing"
trajectory has the behavior

o...,=(-, ~.)"',
Pnonsense

We have studied the five-particle amplitude in
detail and proposed a simple representation which
allows one to readily find the implications of com-
plex angular momentum and complex helicity sin-
gularities. We have also proposed representations
for the six-particle amplitude. However, in this
case we have had to deal with the new feature of
nonlinear relations between the channel invariants.
We believe this aspect needs further study before
one can be sure whether or not our method for
handling them is unique. Furthermore, the study
of further models would probably be useful in ord-
er to gain further insight about the presence or ab-
sence of the various types of singularities sug-
gested here."

From a practical point of view, one could obtain
plausible representations for amplitudes with
greater than six particles by using the multi-
Regge limit of the dual-resonance model essen-
tially as the kernel of the representation [com-
pare for example (3.12), (4.5), and (4.15) with Eqs.
(A9) of Ref. 7, (A4) of Ref. 42, and (3.7) of Ref. 7

respectively]. so The kernel provides the proper
angular momentum and helicity structure and the
proper structure in overlapping channel invariants
and the partial-wave amplitude allows the inser-
tion of general dynamical singularities (Regge
poles, Regge cuts, and fixed poLes). In this way
one could suggest representations for arbitrary
tree diagrams. " We expect, however, that the
essential features of such representations have
already been exhibited in the five- and six-particle
amplitudes discussed here.

Note added. Since the submission of this paper,
a report by Abarbanel and Schwimmer" which
treats many of the same issues has appeared.
From this report it is clear that the original ver-
sion of the first paragraph in Sec. III B was in er-
ror and I have therefore corrected it. This report
also gives the important criterion for when helic-
ity-pole limit is in the physical region: It is in
the physical region if there is a tree graph with a
vertex of momenta t„ t, , and t, with X(t, , t„ t, )
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